Abstract

Praise Be To Allah , Peace & Prayer Be Upon Our Prophet ……………..After That

This is an abstract of master degree in Jurisprudence of rituals on the Shafi belief . Its

title is " Shifa Al-Ghalil in Haj bait Allah Al-Galeel " . This book is for Imam Fakhir Al-Din
Abu Bakar Bin Ali Bin Zouhaira who was dead in ^88 H . Its second part , the eighth chapter ,
has its necessity , the statement of its accuracy conditions , its perform and the statement of its
ability . The ninth chapter is about the provision of the pilgrimage of the boy , mad and the slave
. The tenth chapter is about the necessity of the minor Hajj ( Umrah ) and what concerns that in
the times in which it should be done . The eleventh chapter is about the times of Hajj & Umrah .

As for the twelve chapter , it is about identifying the reality of Ihram & its religious duty and
suna . This is a study and achievement . This research has an introduction and two parts , one is
a study and the other is an achievement . As for the study part , it has two chapters :

The first chapter is about studying the author . It has nine searches as follow :

The first one is about his name , kinship and surname . as for the second , it is about his birth ,
early years . The third one is about his giving . The fourth one is about his family .. The fifth
one is about is position . The sixth one is about his sheikhs . The seventh one is about his
students . The ninth is about his writings . The eights is about his death .

The second chapter is about studying the book . It has eight searches :

The first one is about the title of the book . The second one is about the attribution of the book
to his author . The third is about description of the manuscript . The fourth is about the
importance of the book and the reasons behind its writing . The fifth is about the issue of the
book . The sixth is about the service of the book . The seventh is about the features of the book .
The eight is about the resources of the book .

As for the achievement part , it has a pavement with its methodology and some pictures of
printings of the manuscript .

Then I concluded the research by analytical appendixes which benefit the reader.

I came by the end of the book that this book is considered to be encyclopedia . It firmly rooted
the principals of Shafi belief and compared between the sayings of the other beliefs .
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